Mason Company’s innovative cattery equipment is designed around the needs of cats and all
units are sturdy, durable and easy to clean and maintain. We have a variety of units and offer a
wide selection of materials, styles and colors with options to allow you to customize your
enclosure system to meet your unique needs.
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Raintree™ Luxury Cat Condos
Raintree™ Cat Condos from Mason Company are beautiful, durable, high quality pieces of furniture with amenities
designed especially to pamper finicky felines. Designed specifically for feline boarding needs, standard features include
a built-in feeding/watering ledge, a resting shelf and a privacy area for litter. These beautiful units will make your
human customers go “wow” and your feline customers purr!
Each condo consists of a top and bottom unit with coated wire mesh doors for healthy air circulation, or optional
tempered glass doors and internal air ducts. Condos may be positioned as stand alone, side-by-side or back-to-back.
Optional portholes create a multi-unit luxury run for one cat or communal boarding for multiple cats with one owner.
Units are easy to clean and ship completely assembled.
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Cat Adoption Units
Mason’s Cat Adoption Units are perfect for showcasing cat areas,
encouraging adoption and enhancing the look of the room.
Tempered glass on the back promotes viewing and adoption by
providing an unobstructed view of the cats and is more scratch
resistant than acrylic, ensuring a clearer viewing surface. Units
can also be positioned to allow maximum visual stimulation of the
cats’ environment.
Update your look and eliminate cold metal that feels like prison
bars! These upscale units have an almond interior and offer a
warmer and quieter environment that can promote less stress in
cats than stainless steel. A standard 15” deep shelf maximizes
space for cats and provides ample room for food and water bowls
while allowing for optimal visibility of the cats through the glass.
The wire grid front promotes airflow and improved animal health
while also allowing for interaction with facility staff. The gates
include an easy-to-use latch with an option for key locking
latches. Long-lasting heavy-duty hinges are removable for
deeper cleaning.
The units can be configured in two or three tiers. Designed to
be installed on a prepared base, these adoption units are perfect
for installing on a deck, and when coupled with a soffit above
they turn an entire wall into a space to showcase cats available
for adoption.
Units arrive fully assembled and the standard size is 28” x 28” x 28”. The height is
designed to allow cats to use the litter box in their normal posture for elimination.
Side litter units and custom sizes are available.
Mason Company’s adoption units are strong, durable and easy to clean. Units are
constructed of exceptionally hard laminate that is incredibly scratch and chip resistant.
The panels, edge and seams are gel coated to create a watertight seal. Units come
with Mason’s standard three-year warranty. The units can also be constructed with
chip-resistant PVC or Rideboard if nonorganic water resistant materials are necessary
to meet state requirements.
Options include casters, horizontal portals and a vertical pass through that provide
flexibility to increase or decrease living space for a family of cats. A glass door front
with ventilated piping or a solid back panel are also optional.
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Shelter Cat Condos
Mason Shelter Cat Condos are specifically designed for animal shelters based on
the Association of Shelter Veterinarians guidelines for feline housing. The condos
are attractive and quiet, helping to promote healthier animals and increase
adoptions. Each condo incorporates separate litter and hiding units as well as
sleep and exercise areas. Cat perching shelves and easy close portal doors
are standard.
The wire grid front promotes airflow and improved animal health while also
allowing for interaction with facility staff. The latch is trouble-free and easy
to operate.
Units are available in 3’ or 4’ widths and in single or double stack configurations.
They are also available in a variety of non-organic materials. Stainless Steel units
are also an option.
Options available include tempered glass doors, tempered glass rear window
and a rectangular closeable portal opening between upper and lower units. Units
come standard with swivel type casters for ease of movement and are available
without casters. Units are manufactured with a front debris retention lip.
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Mason Company’s Quiet Cottages™ are a warmer, quieter, more
attractive alternative to cold, loud, and institutional looking metal
cages. Manufactured with durable fiberglass materials, the units are
the perfect choice for facilities that desire upscale cage housing for cats.
The unique design also offers flexibility and function not offered with
standard metal cage banks.

Developed in response to customer requests for caging solutions that do not “look
institutional,” Quiet Cottages raise the standard of care in caging. The molded, solidsurface fiberglass cage bodies ensure warm, attractive units that can also help keep
noise to a minimum.
The units offer easy cleanup and are unaffected by harsh chemicals such as chlorine
bleach and ammonia. Units are available with or without individual built-in drains to
ensure sanitary conditions. Units equipped with a floor drain have the added ability to
be hosed down instead of wiped out.

Cat Tower
The Cat Tower from Mason Company provides customizable long-term or short-term living space for cats. Rather
than a box or a cage solution, the Cat Tower is a multi-level tower that can be tailored to create a unique living
quarters with the various levels of height that cats love.
Mason Company’s Cat Tower features larger, more open areas as well as multiple levels of play area and living
space, including hiding areas to ensure cats can escape to de-stress when necessary. The Cat Tower is completely
customizable and can be made with various materials to meet a facility’s specific needs.
Mason Company’s Cat Tower is a perfect addition for showcasing adoptable cats in public areas and
lobbies. It can even be designed as a walk-in room that serves as both an adoption room and acquaintance
room. The Cat Tower is also excellent to use in facilities that board cats. Because it is modular and
completely customizable, the Cat Tower can be designed to feel like high-rise apartment living for cats
while maximizing facility space. By creating a more enriching environment that provides ample room, cats
are happier, healthier and easier to adopt or board.
Mason Company’s Cat Tower can be designed for use with one cat, a family of cats or a room of cats.
It can be produced with a variety of shelving options, including a wall of ledges if desired. An optional
climbing tree and portals can also be added. Designated feeding areas as well as litter space can be custom
designed. It can also be built to include Mason’s Raintree Cat Condo as the living area for the cats with the
Cat Tower as supplemental play space.
The Cat Tower is easy to clean, and can be used in a room with floor drains that can be power washed for
even easier cleaning. Mason Company has combined the versatile and long-lasting materials of its dog
kennels with the unique needs of cats to create enriched living options for cats.
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Custom Cat Runs
Mason Company’s cat runs are designed to allow maximum space and
flexibility for your cat population. The units are custom manufactured
and built to any length, width and height to maximize a facility’s footprint
and provide ample space and multiple levels of climbing ladders and
perching shelves for cats to exercise, lay, play and sit. Mason’s custom
cat runs are attractive and quiet, helping to promote healthier animals
and increase cat adoptions.
Mason Company’s cat runs are available with durable FRP, stainless
steel or Wilsonart side materials, which offers hundreds of attractive
colors. They are available with any style gate we manufacture, including
tempered glass, stainless steel, galvanized steel and chain link and come
standard with Mason’s patented stainless steel two-way latch.
They are available with or without cat doors.
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With more than 120 years of experience in designing the finest animal enclosures in the world, Mason Company has more experience in animal
enclosure design than anyone else in the industry. We are known for our ability to customize products and solve design and manufacturing
challenges. Mason Company offers the broadest product line in the industry - many with patented, innovative features - and customizes
solutions to meet your specific needs.
Mason Company’s experienced staff provides design advice, price quotations and computerized layout drawings free of charge.
Contact us today to learn more about how we can help you!

(800) 543-5567
www.MasonCo.com

info@MasonCo.com

